laundry care

SDS Reference No: 2724

GreenDestainer

WHAT IS GREEN DESTAINER?
This environmental preferred laundry destainer utilizes the power of oxygen to quickly lift and eliminate stubborn stains. It is gentle on fabrics and safe to use on all of your colors. When used with our Green Laundry
Detergent & Green Laundry Softener, the product conforms to DFE standards.
Separate laundry into different classifications. DO NOT OVERLOAD!! Add the appropriate level of Destainer per 100wt of laundry:
Light Soils
2-4 oz.
Medium Soils 4-6 oz.
Heavy Soils
6-8 oz.

CAUTION: Eye irritation. Wear safety glasses and gloves. Wear
protective footwear when applying to the floor.
FIRST AID: If splashed on skin or in eyes, flush with large amounts
of water. Call a physician. If inhaled, remove to fresh air. If not
breathing, Call 911 or ambulance, then administer artificial respiration, preferably mouth to mouth.
Please dispose of this product and waste generated from this
product in accordance with all applicable local, state and federal regulations.

55 Gallon Plastic Drum

2724-30

30 Gallon Plastic Drum

2724-15

15 Gallon Plastic Drum

2724-5

5 Gallon Plastic Pail

2724-4

4 Gallon Case

Tech Specs:
Color……........……................Clear
Fragrance…..………….........None
Form……………........…….....Liquid
Phosphates...........................None
Flash Point……….……...........212°F
pH...............................................2-3
Specific Gravity.......................1.06
Viscosity.................................Slight
Foam……..….........................None
Biodegradable………...........100%
Shelf Life...............................1 Year
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EPA/Safer Choice recognition does not constitute endorsement
of these products. The Safer Choice logo signifies that the products’ formulas, as Synthetic Labs has represented it to the EPA,
contain ingredients with more positive human health and environmental characteristics than conventional products of the
same type. EPA/Safer Choice relies solely on Synthetic Labs, its
integrity and good faith, for information on the products’ composition, ingredients and attributes. EPA/Safer Choice has not
independently identified, that is, via chemical analysis, the ingredients in the products’ formula, nor evaluated any of Synthetic
Labs’ non-ingredient claims. EPA/Safer Choice provides its evaluation only as to the products’ human health and environmental
characteristics, as specified in the Standard and based on currently available information and scientific understanding.

2724-55

detergents

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:
For institutional or commercial use.

Available Packages

professional grade

Environmentally Formulated Color Safe Destainer

